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Honestly, I never thought the day would come where I would have anything good to say
about the Russian “liberal” or “democratic” “non-system” opposition but apparently this day
has come today. To my surprise, all the leaders of this opposition have so far made very
moderate and reasonable statement and all  those which I  have heard have apparently
dismissed the notion that the Kremlin was behind the murder. Now this might be self-
evident for most of us, but for the Russian “liberal” or “democratic” “non-system” opposition
this is quite a change of tone.  Many have even said that this murder was a “provocation”
(which in  this  context  means “false  flag”!)  to  destabilize  Russia  and create a  crisis.   Even
Irina Khakamada, normally a real crackpot, has said that this was either a “provocation” or
the action of a small group of extremists.

Maybe they are aware that the Russian public will not “buy” it, maybe MH17 was too clearly
a  false  flag,  or  maybe  they  simply  had  a  momentary  moment  of  decency,  but  as  far  as  I
know  nobody  pointed  the  finger  at  Putin  (okay,  somebody  somewhere  probably  did,  I  am
just not aware of it).  Again, this is quite remarkable.

Everybody, pro and anti Kremlin, agree that it is absolutely essential that this crime be
solved.  Since I personally believe that this was a US/UK organized false flag, I fully expect
that somebody will be found and, as we say in Russian, that the “(trail) end will end in the
water” meaning that there will be no proof of western involvement.  If fact, even if the FSB
*does* come across such proof, the Russians will most likely not make it public but use it
behind the scenes.  As for those who organized it, they also need somebody to get caught
because if nobody ever gets caught, then this looks way too professional, but if a small cell
of, say,  rabid anti-Semitic nationalists, does get caught, then that exculpates all  other
possible suspects.  Considering that the crime happened 200m away from the Kremlin, and
that the city center is laced with cameras, I fully expect an arrest in the next 48 hours, a
week max.

The  bottom  line  is  that  in  Russia  this  false  flag  is  already  a  clear  failure,  not  even  the
notorious Russian “liberal” or “democratic” “non-system” opposition wants to touch this
thing.  This is very good news indeed.  In the West, of course, this is a different story, the
AngloZionist will use that to a max, no doubt here at all.
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